
ATPROJECTS GUEST HOUSE 

TOUR SERVICE INFORMATION-2018 

For enquiries  & bookings  contact Grace on: 
Phone: [675] 705 43 149│Email: accommodation.tours@atprojects-png.org  
You can also visit our website: www.atprojects-png.org to find out more information. 

 

 
TOUR NAME 

 
PHOTO 

 

 
TIME 

 
INFORMATION 

 

 
RATE 

Per person 
 
BIRD OF PARADISE 
WATCH AND HIKE 
TO MT 
GAHAVESUKA 
NATIONAL PARK 

 

 
 
    3 
hours 

 
Hike to the national park which is a home of the 
famed Bird of Paradise. Breathtaking scenery and 
walking tracks for the bush walking enthusiast. 
The summit sets on high that gives you an 
uninterrupted view of Goroka and the surrounding 
valley. This particular tour service will only be 
rendered out to ATprojects Guest House in-house 
guest. Our accommodation rate is K180 per person 
per night.  

 
      
     K70 per person 
 

 
 
 
 
ASARO MUD MEN 

 

 
 
    4 
hours 

 
 
This tour involves a more personalized experience 
with the iconic mud men of Asaro with their 
dramatic performances of the ghostly-looking 
warriors. Other activities include, traditional fire 
making. Target shooting is optional. 

 
      
      1-2persons: K330 each  
      3-5 persons: K280 each 
      6 + persons: K200 each 
 
 

 
 
GOROKA TOWN 
TOUR 

 

 
 
    3 
hours 

 
Town tour involves various attraction sites within 
town.  This include visit to J.K McCarthy Museum, 
coffee factory where you will be able to see the 
different processes that the local coffee beans 
undergo, craft market and local main market. 
 
 
 

 
        1-2 persons: K280 each  
        3-5 persons: K250 each 
        6 + persons: K200 each 

 
 
TRADITIONAL 
VILLAGE 
EXPERIENCE 

 

 
 
   1 night 

 
This tour offers a fascinating snapshot into the 
culture of people who are known for their 
friendliness and hospitality. It involves one night 
sleep over in a round house [traditional 
architecture of Eastern Highlands Province], 
preparing and cooking food in traditional cooking 
methods, tasting local cuisines and interaction with 
village families in a typical village set up.  

 
 
      1-2 persons:  K100 each  
      3+ persons: K70 each  
 

 
 
DAULO FOOTHILL 
WALK 

 

 
 
   3 hours  

 
An easy trekking tour for the bush walking fan or 
for those who love to surround themselves with all 
that nature has to offer. It reveals beautiful 
landscapes and a scenic view of the natural 
surroundings. The tour includes a light lunch in the 
village on the way.   

 
        1-2Persons: K330 each 
        3-5 persons: K300 each  
        6+ persons: K250 each 

 
 
DRIVE TO DAULO 
SUMMIT AND 
ASARO MUD MEN 

 

 
 
  6 hours 

 
This tour involves a combination of the famous 
Asaro Mud Men performance and a sightseeing of 
the scenic Daulo Pass that strikes out on a broken 
range, overlooking scenic Goroka lying about 1000 
meters below the oriental backdrop. 

 
       1-2persons : K350 each 
       3-5 persons: K300 each 
       6+ persons: K250 each 

 
ATPROJECTS 
CENTRE 

 

 
2 hour  

This is an in-house tour for those who love to know 
more about the innovative designs and 
technologies of ATprojects Incorporation. It 
provides insight into what ATprojects does as a 
community based project development designer 
and implementer. It is very educational related. 

        
       Public: K20 per person 
       Students: K10 per person 
       In-house guest: K10 per person 

mailto:accommodation.tours@atprojects-png.org

